Status of Draft

- Still an independent draft(?), although we believe that the time for WG adoption is right
- Both ZSK and KSK rollovers are fully treated and the draft is now more neutral to the alternatives (a request from the Hiroshima IETF)
Closed Questions

• Should we describe all the rollover mechanisms in detail?
  • The answer was “yes” and hence we do that now

• Should we expand the algorithm rollover section?
  • The answer was “maybe” and while we have clarified a little bit our view is that this is sufficiently complex to warrant its own, future document
WG Adoption

- There were a few nits reported and we’ve fixed those
- While the draft is already the basis for multiple implementations it would as always benefit from more WG input
- Does the WG want to adopt this work (yes, we’ve asked this question before...)?
  - ...or are we even ready for WGLC?